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Sustainable Asian House
Singapore Houses features top architects and designers with ideas that are stylish, contemporary, and show twenty-first
century savvy. The houses in this book epitomize cutting-edge residential architecture in Singapore. they demonstrate a
remarkable surge of design exploration in the city-state. Architects in Singapore are producing work with a level of
refinement and sophistication that is comparable with the best in the world and one would be hard pressed to find a nation
of similar size with such an abundance of accomplished young designers who have built independently. The houses include
recent designs by doyens of the profession such as Sonny Chan Sau Yan, Kerry Hill and Ernesto Bedmar in addition to the
firmly established "next" generation including Mok Wei Wei, Chan Soo Khian, Siew Man Kok and Richard Hassell. For those
looking for new architecture or interior design ideas, Singapore Houses will surely add a unique, fresh element to their
homes and projects.

Tropical Interiors
With rich photography and insightful commentary, this Thai architecture and interior design book showcases some of the
finest modern masterpieces in Southeast Asia. A tremendous body of sophisticated and sensitively designed architectural
work has been produced in Thailand in the first decade of the 21st century. The 25 houses in The Modern Thai House
illustrate the radical new ideas coming from a dynamic younger generation of architects who are producing work
comparable with and sometimes even surpassing the very best architecture in the world. Most of these architects were
trained in the U.S. or U.K. and reflect not only American and European sensibilities but also affinities with their
contemporaries in Asia —including Japan, China, Singapore, and Bali—all hotbeds for innovation in modern design. The
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houses in this book are readily accessible from Bangkok, Phuket, and Chiangmai. They reflect a wide variety of concerns
and solutions, such as: sustainability; responses to climate; strategies for cooling with minimal electricity; openness versus
security in a large metropolis such as Bangkok; cultural sensitivity and responsiveness, as evidenced in a "three-generation
house," built for a society in which the extended family is still prevalent; and cultural memory, as in the use of elements
such as pilings, verandahs, and steeply pitched roofs with large overhangs that echo traditional Thai designs. Nurtured by
an increasingly knowledgeable and wealthy clientele, modern architecture in Thailand is emerging with a variety of
innovative architectural expressions.

25 Tropical Houses in Indonesia
Early nomadic shelters, including caves, animal skin tents, and igloos, were used for protection against wind, rain, snow,
sunlight, and other forces of nature. These basic homes also provided defence against predators and were used to store a
few important possessions. They were temporary, and proximity to a water source was of prime importance. For hunters
and gatherers, shelter was an important aspect of survival. Health and comfort were not yet under consideration. As
civilisation evolved, housing became more permanent, with increasing attention to well-being. The housing and utilities
available in rich countries are vastly different from those in poorer settings. Unlike in industrialised countries where piped-in
water, indoor toilets, and sewage systems are the norm, in the developing world these facilities are often not available.
Waterborne enteric diseases, preventable by the supply of safe water, hand washing, and appropriate sanitation, continue
to be a major disease burden in poor countries. Vector-borne diseases that can be controlled by screening and other barrier
methods also remain an important health problem. Safe, comfortable, and healthy homes are an essential requisite for
healthy living around the world, irrespective of culture or socio-economic status. Throughout the tropics there is a huge
diversity in house design and use of building supplies based on centuries of indigenous experience, customs, and
availability of local resources for construction. These differences in building style and materials affect the indoor conditions
and comfort of occupants, which in turn influence the occupants exposure to certain infectious diseases. In this book the
authors describe the architectural designs and materials of rural houses in two countries in Asia (Thailand, Philippines) and
two in Africa (The Gambia, Tanzania). They analyse the effect of design on the indoor climate and relate these factors to
health, notably the risk of mosquito-borne infectious diseases such as malaria. Based on their findings and a detailed
understanding of local building styles and preferences, they describe a series of house modifications that could enhance
comfort whilst reducing health risks.

The New Sri Lankan House
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Tropical Asian Style
"Overview Many of the stunning natural landscapes that bless tropical areas of Asia are now transformed into major tourist
destinations, as showcased in this enticing volume. Combining landscape design and building concepts of simple materials,
consummate craftsmanship, and moods of humor, surprise, and drama, the works are the product of an intense
collaboration between the landscaper architects, Bensley Design Studios, and Bunnag Architects, both firms based in
Bangkok. As shown in lavish photo spreads, each project was guided by a reverence for pristine sites, tropical climate, and
rich cultural heritage. The book also documents techniques employed by both practices in bringing these tropical paradises
from dream to reality."--Publishers description.

New Directions in Tropical Asian Architecture
The Living House is a pioneering work by respected anthropologist Roxana Waterson that has become a classic in its field. It
is first book of its kind to present a detailed picture of houses within the complex social and symbolic fabric of indigenous
South-East Asian peoples. The main focus of the book is on Indonesia, but in tracing historical links between architectural
forms across the region, it reveals a much wider field of inquiry—covering all of the Austronesian peoples and cultures
extending as far afield as Madagascar, Japan and the Pacific islands to New Zealand and Hawaii. As it probes the centrally
significant role of houses within South-East Asian social systems, The Living House reveals new insights into the kinship
systems, gender symbolism and cosmological principles of the peoples who build them, ultimately uncovering fundamental
themes concerning the concepts of life force and life processes inherent in all of these cultures. A vivid picture is produced
of how people shape buildings and buildings shape people—how rules about layout and spatial usage impact social
relationships. The book concludes with a consideration of present-day changes affecting the fates of indigenous cultures
and architectures throughout the region. This book will be of tremendous interest to architects and historians, and anyone
interested in the indigenous art and cultures of South-East Asia.

Bali Home
The New Sri Lankan House charts the development of private houses in the 21st century in a variety of locations around the
island. Most are the work of 'home-grown' architects, many of whom are indebted to the influence of the island's most
famous son, Geoffrey Bawa. Through the inclusion of plans, sections and elevations, full-colour photographs and interviews
with owners and architects, Powell traces the evolution of residence styles in both urban and rural areas. Of paramount
importance are sustainability and suitability to site and climate, topics that Powell investigates in depth. Whether an
architect, designer or simply somebody who enjoys looking at beautiful homes, The New Sri Lankan House will both educate
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and entertain.

Sustainable Luxury
Houses in Malaysia
From three architecture industry experts comes a book nearly as sophisticated as the luxury homes profiled within. Inspired
by new architectural agendas, such as rethinking congregational spaces and promoting a minimalist lifestyle, the luxury
homes from across of Southeast Asia collected in this book dazzle with a bold new perspective on modern architecture. The
400 color photographs inside place you in beachfront scenes where the waves crash only inches from your feet; where you
laze dreamily, jungle-side, in dazzling hotels; and finally, you come face to face with the most innovative concepts in all of
Asia. With an additional 200 architectural plans to further inspire modern architecture aficionados, New Directions in
Tropical Asian Architecture presents breathtaking specimens from throughout Southeast Asia, including: India Indonesia
Malaysia Singapore Sri Lanka Thailand Let the luxury homes and residences in this book wow you, and open your eyes to a
side of Southeast Asian architecture that you've never seen before.

Bali Houses
Tropical Asian Style showcases contemporary residences throughout Southeast Asia—from Chiang Mai to Bali, Kuala
Lampur to Java. This contemporary Asian design book contains over 400 color photos by world-renowned photographer
Luca Invernizzi Tettoni. Each home is designed to achieve perfect harmony with its tropical surroundings. In this book, the
essential design elements of these homes are presented thematically, to show the various ways in which the harmony and
beauty is achieved. Well-known architects, designers and authorities on Asia's cultural heritage provide insightful views on
the houses and their design elements. A final section on tropical decorating provides helpful tips on selecting Asian fabrics,
furniture and artifacts.

The Asian House
25 Tropical Houses in Indonesia offers a selection of the best contemporary architecture and interior design in the
archipelago. Architects working in Indonesia—and elsewhere in Southeast Asia—face the challenge not only of creating
spaces to suit the lifestyles of their users but also of addressing the environmental and climatic problems associated with
living in the tropics. Featured in this book are twenty-five of the most innovative solutions to these challenges by some of
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Indonesia's foremost architects, among them Jeffrey Budiman and Andra Matin. Economic crises and political change within
the country have inspired a new spirit of appreciation of modernist architecture and fostered a wave of architectural
creativity which is distinctly Indonesian, lively, and refreshing. Featured projects range from a new type of urban shop
house to dramatic and flamboyant buildings emerging from the countryside. Drawing on classical Indonesian aesthetics and
conventions and blending these with dynamic, cutting-edge design ideas, modern architecture in Indonesia has become
dramatically aligned with international concepts of space, incorporating stunning local elements and materials.

The Rice Economy of Asia
Tropical Asian Style showcases contemporary residences throughout Southeast Asia—from Chiang Mai to Bali, Kuala
Lampur to Java. This contemporary Asian design book contains over 400 color photos by world-renowned photographer
Luca Invernizzi Tettoni. Each home is designed to achieve perfect harmony with its tropical surroundings. In this book, the
essential design elements of these homes are presented thematically, to show the various ways in which the harmony and
beauty is achieved. Well-known architects, designers and authorities on Asia's cultural heritage provide insightful views on
the houses and their design elements. A final section on tropical decorating provides helpful tips on selecting Asian fabrics,
furniture and artifacts.

Tropical House
How Asia Works
By 2050, it is predicted that half of the World's carbon emissions will be from developing countries (in particular, India,
China and South East Asian countries). Modernization may come at the expense of society and the environment, as the illgotten mistakes of an industrialized West pre-Brundtland fail to deter the developing nation's quest for economic
prosperity. However, a combination of governmental and private sector commitment to combating climate change has
found expression in green building legislation and the establishment of green assessment methods tailored to the tropical
climate and regional social economics. This book is a chronological journey through the creation of the Idea House, the first
carbon zero house in Southeast Asia. Ideal for academics and professionals alike, this book also serves as a sustainable
design process road map for the creation of the zero carbon home typology. The role of the architect, as a conduit to these
different built environment professionals, is explored in order to highlight the increasing importance of a project leadership
that embraces a broader interdisciplinary understanding of pertinent issues.
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Tropical Living
With rich photography and insightful commentary, this Thai architecture and interior design book showcases some of the
finest modern masterpieces in Southeast Asia. A tremendous body of sophisticated and sensitively designed architectural
work has been produced in Thailand in the first decade of the 21st century. The 25 houses in The Modern Thai House
illustrate the radical new ideas coming from a dynamic younger generation of architects who are producing work
comparable with and sometimes even surpassing the very best architecture in the world. Most of these architects were
trained in the U.S. or U.K. and reflect not only American and European sensibilities but also affinities with their
contemporaries in Asia —including Japan, China, Singapore, and Bali—all hotbeds for innovation in modern design. The
houses in this book are readily accessible from Bangkok, Phuket, and Chiangmai. They reflect a wide variety of concerns
and solutions, such as: sustainability; responses to climate; strategies for cooling with minimal electricity; openness versus
security in a large metropolis such as Bangkok; cultural sensitivity and responsiveness, as evidenced in a "three-generation
house," built for a society in which the extended family is still prevalent; and cultural memory, as in the use of elements
such as pilings, verandahs, and steeply pitched roofs with large overhangs that echo traditional Thai designs. Nurtured by
an increasingly knowledgeable and wealthy clientele, modern architecture in Thailand is emerging with a variety of
innovative architectural expressions.

Courtyard Living
“A good read for anyone who wants to understand what actually determines whether a developing economy will succeed”
(Bill Gates, “Top 5 Books of the Year”). An Economist Best Book of the Year from a reporter who has spent two decades in
the region, and who The Financial Times said “should be named chief myth-buster for Asian business.” In How Asia Works,
Joe Studwell distills his extensive research into the economies of nine countries—Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam, and China—into an accessible, readable narrative that debunks Western
misconceptions, shows what really happened in Asia and why, and for once makes clear why some countries have boomed
while others have languished. Studwell’s in-depth analysis focuses on three main areas: land policy, manufacturing, and
finance. Land reform has been essential to the success of Asian economies, giving a kick-start to development by utilizing a
large workforce and providing capital for growth. With manufacturing, industrial development alone is not sufficient,
Studwell argues. Instead, countries need “export discipline,” a government that forces companies to compete on the global
scale. And in finance, effective regulation is essential for fostering, and sustaining growth. To explore all of these subjects,
Studwell journeys far and wide, drawing on fascinating examples from a Philippine sugar baron’s stifling of reform to the
explosive growth at a Korean steel mill. “Provocative . . . How Asia Works is a striking and enlightening book . . . A lively mix
of scholarship, reporting and polemic.” —The Economist
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Contemporary Asian Living Rooms
This Balinese design book, containing over 300 beautiful photos and extensive commentary will add a distinctive tropical
flair to your interior decorating and architecture. The phenomenon loosely termed "Bali style" has been the subject matter
for countless books on art, architecture, and interior design. In this book, author and architect Gianni Francione showcases
the new generation of Bali-style homes, interiors, and artifacts that utilize what he terms a new internationalism. Even
though the timeless, distinctive Balinese bale, open to a panorama of rice fields and the evening breeze, is still there, it may
now be made in marble or stone. Similarly, present-day villas, resort bungalows, shops, restaurants, and other buildings are
just as likely to use modernist techniques and materials as they are to utilize alang-alang and coconut wood. Bali Houses
presents this new departure in architecture, interior design, glassware, table settings, textiles, furniture, and furnishings in
many never-before-photographed locations. It is a fitting sequel to Bali Modern.

The Tropical Asian House
Featuring elegant photographs, this sustainable architecture and design book showcases the ultra-modern homes of
Singapore. Singapore is celebrated as one of the most livable cities in Asia, and Sustainable Luxury shows how the
prosperous, forward-looking nation is pioneering innovative solutions for environmental, economic, social, and cultural
issues faced the world over. Dr. Paul McGillick, the author of The Sustainable Asian House (Tuttle, 2013), presents twentyseven recent residential projects created by Singapore's most talented architects to address the many complex and
interconnected aspects of sustainability. Some of the homes featured here emphasize environmental needs, while others
are concerned with preserving cultural traditions or supporting societal and interpersonal needs—such as extended family
dwellings. Each residence, however, exhibits solutions developed from a holistic point of view. These homes typically
embrace the tropical climate rather than fight it, and illustrate how smart manipulation of air flows, light, shade, water, and
landscaping sustain higher levels of comfort without resorting to air-conditioning. In addition to profiling individual
residences, Sustainable Luxury looks at the big picture, canvassing the most pressing issues—including changing
demographics and lifestyles—and examining the available solutions. Anyone concerned with the future of our world will be
fascinated by the houses presented here and the ways in which Singapore is leading the way in the development of
residential architecture that is as luxurious as it is sustainable.

The Tropical Malaysian House
With over 180 photographs Contemporary Asian Living Rooms explores 50 of Southeast Asia's most interesting homes and
hotels. Living room design in Asia has moved away form the classical Asia style to incorporate the new global chic. This
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Asian design book takes you into the living rooms of fifty of Southeast Asia's most interesting homes and hotels,
showcasing the work of up-and-coming local talents such as Pantaa, Yothaka and Tawul Praman as well as the latest in
European design. Living room interiors range from the starkly minimal to the luxuriously plush - from Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand and Bali. Created by some of the leading talents in contemporary Asian design today, these interiors feature
creative shapes, contours, materials and new ways of working with the space where family and friends spend most of their
time together in the house.

The Tropical Asian House
25 Tropical Houses in Singapore and Malaysia features top architects and designers with ideas that are stylish,
contemporary, and show twenty-first century savvy. The difference between a house and a home cannot easily be
explained, but anyone walking into a building that is a home, rather than a house, can almost immediately feel the
difference. While called 25 Tropical Houses in Singapore and Malaysia, this book is at its heart about buildings that share a
common spirit: structures that are home to a diverse cross-section of families around Singapore and Malaysia. Positioned as
a global city at the hub of South East Asia, Singapore has a thoroughly modern sensibility balanced by an inherited culture
and sense of place. This new global consciousness is reflected in its architecture, which demonstrates a seamless marriage
of vernacular and modernist forms. The luxury homes in this book illustrate how architects work with, rather than against,
the singular landscape to generate beautiful tropical homes embellished with modern Asian decor. A new wave of highly
distinctive architecture has seen Singapore recognized, for the first time, as one of the world's most dynamic architectural
centers. Malaysian architecture retains a greater interest in vernacular forms, but the nation's strong economic growth has
seen a push to recast the urban landscape. Architects are now working to accommodate the 'brave new world' of an
affluent technocratic society within the Asian architecture vernacular currently found throughout most of the country. The
most interesting new homes in Malaysia reflect a balance between traditional values and an optimistic global outlook. 25
Tropical Houses in Singapore and Malaysia is an amazing source of home inspiration and insights, whether one seeks to
know more about Singapore architecture, Malaysian traditions or tropical architecture in general. Architects featured in this
book include: SCDA WOHA Bedmar and Shi CSYA Kevin Low K2LD Seksan WOW Architects John Heah

New Indonesian House
An inspiring architecture and interior design survey of the most stunning courtyard houses of the Asia-Pacific region.

The New Asian House
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Tropical House celebrates a growing trend toward stylish globalization in interior design. More than 25 stunning houses and
condos in and around Manila, the Philippines, evoke a distinctive tropical-modern-fusion style that is gaining popularity
around the world. All these fine residences comprise a synthesis of East-West trends and contemporary furnishings—as
Filipino designers merge sleek modernist furniture with local designers' "soulful creations" in natural hardwoods and other
tropical materials. Over 250 full-color photographs of outstanding Filipino residences will inspire readers with their diverse
and contemporary looks. From vintage glamour to classic modern with bold artful accents, to the clean, glam look known as
"contemporary chic," this design book showcases the myriad tastes of the Philippines. The selection features modernist
designs referred to as Zen or Minimalist; admires the modern Global Eclectics, those well-traveled collectors of beautiful
objects from East and West; and celebrates the individualists who mix European furniture with acutely creative accents
from local designers or who frame edgy artworks by Filipino artists with iconic design inspired by Japanese architecture.
Such are the global interiors and architecture of today's tropical Asia.

Island Style
The Tropical Asian House explores how cultural influences, tradition, religion, technology, and the forces of globalization
fuse together to produce a contemporary tropical architecture.

Contemporary Houses in the Philippines
Featuring 25 newly built houses, this book traces the remarkable surge in the number of sophisticated and elegantly
designed homes in the Philippines. All the architects and designers featured are Filipino, many representing an emerging
energetic younger generation of architects and interior designers in the country. The book depicts houses located in the
metropolis and on the edge of urban conurbations, vacation homes over-looking the West Philippine Sea, country retreats
at Tagaytay City and Cabuyao and island villas. Beautifully photographed and aided by numerous architectural drawings,
texts include in-depth information about both houses and designers. A detailed introduction outlines the various influences,
background and history involved in this fascinating building boom. Powell, aided adroitly by Lim, takes the reader through
the evolution of residential architecture in the Philippines from the 1950s to the early years of the 21st century and
highlights the diverse outcomes.

Tropical Paradise
Internationally renowned photographer and writer Tim Street-Porter has spent more than ten years travelling through Bali,
Java, Sri Lanka, Mexico, Belize and Jamaica. This books stunning photographs, supported by fascinating and informed
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commentary, capture the appeal of the enviable dwellings he found on his journeys.

Sustainable Houses and Living in the Hot-Humid Climates of Asia
With over 350 beautiful photographs and insightful commentary, Island Style reveals the lush, tropical architecture and
interior design of Indonesia. A tropical island inspires thoughts of warm breezes, crystal clear water and white beaches
stretching as far as the eye can see. But tropical islands are more than just gorgeous beaches, particularly in the vast
archipelago of Indonesia, with its diverse peoples, cultures and traditions stretching from Java to Bali and beyond. In Island
Style, the inspiration artists and designers have long found in Indonesia comes to life with a new generation of architects
and designers as they discover this island paradise. Twenty-five stunning luxury homes inspired by the natural tropical
settings of Indonesia are showcased in these pages, setting a new standard for tropical Asian architecture. From private
beach bungalows to vacation villas to island hideaways, each of these dream houses expresses a different aspect of
Indonesia's unique design heritage. Simple yet exotic, minimalist yet organic, cosmopolitan yet local and sustainable—the
common denominator for all of these homes is that they are the stuff of island dreams. Be inspired by these tropical homes
as the ultimate in outdoor living and sustainable architecture, fantastically decorated with modern Asian decor. Detailed
descriptions of the materials used and design philosophy behind each house means you'll be able to find plenty of practical
ideas for furnishing and building your own tropical island dream home anywhere in the world.

Healthy Homes in Tropical Zones
This tropical design book showcases the innovative interior designs and architecture of The Philippines most luxurious
homes. Start with a warm tropical climate. Add an abundance of exotic natural building material. And then let the cross
currents of Asian design and aesthetics create a rich architectural alchemy of it's own. The result? The exquisite homes of
the Philippines, a perfect balance of form and functionality, beautifully portrayed in Tropical Living. This Filipino design book
presents over 30 of the latest homes in the archipelago: from a classic old-world penthouse in the art-deco Malate area to
the creative homes of artists of Antipolo: from Asian-fusion villas on Batangas Bay to the elite Philippine Mediterranean
manors of Forbes park, the book covers Filipino taste in all of its manifestations. With over 400 fabulous full-color
photographs and texts from some of the country's leading architects and authors, there is also an inspirational sourcebook
of contemporary tropical furnishings. It is a book of ideas to dip into, and savor.

Tropical Sustainable Architecture
The Asian House showcases, for the first time, outstanding contemporary houses from five Southeast Asian countries in a
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single volume. This book demonstrates how a generation of post-colonial architects have successfully drawn upon their rich
cultural backgrounds to produce modern Southeast Asian dwellings. Vernacular architectural forms, spatial relationships
and indigenous materials are adapted and synthesised with Western architecture and technology to produce gracious
dwellings which are responsive to tropical ecology and Asian lifestyles. In presenting the material, the author skilfully
excavates through layers of vernacular, immigrant, colonial and religious influences. The effects of rapid urbanisation and
modernisation on local architecture are also examined. This book is an essential addition to general, special and university
libraries. It will also appeal to architectural students, professionals and anyone who is interested in beautiful houses.

The Tropical Asian House
Modern Thai House
Featuring over 180 gorgeous photographs and insightful commentary, this showcase of Balinese Design and style will help
you add a distinctive flair to your interior decorating. Bali is an island paradise that inspires countless dreams of tropical
beaches, exotic people and gorgeous views. More than just an increasingly popular tourist destination, Bali is also a global
leader in tropical design, showcased in all its glory in Bali Home. Covering over 100 homes, garden estates, hotels,
restaurants and more, this book gives a tantalizing glimpse of the latest design trends coming out of Bali. Full-color
photography, both of decorative details and architectural concepts, is accompanied by an insightful text that gives
attainable interior design tips to tropical dream seekers.

25 Tropical Houses in Singapore and Malaysia
The tropical belt – where large areas of South East Asia, India, Africa and parts of both North and South America are located
– forms the biggest landmass in the world and has one of the highest numbers of rapidly developing cities. Coincidentally,
architecture in these regions shares common problems, the most easily identifiable being the tropical conditions of climate
and natural environment. The context for architecture here is fraught with conflicts between tradition and modernization,
massive influx of rural poor into urban areas, poorly managed rapid urban development as well as the cultural and social
strain of globalization. Many local and overseas architects, planners and city fathers are interested in the social and
environmental dimensions of these areas that contribute towards short terms solutions and long term sustainable
developments. This book, developed from the first conference of the International Network for Tropical Architecture,
supplies a wealth of information from experts worldwide covering the cultural, environmental and technical aspects of
thinking, researching and designing for the tropics.
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Idea House
This beautifully illustrated book showcases the works of one of Sri Landa's most influential architects—Anjaledran, an ethnic
Tamil and visionary artist. During the past 25 years of civil war in Sri Lanka, Anjalendran has stayed on, creating
architecture that has attracted interest across the entire Indian subcontinent. In Anjalendran, David Robson explores this
unique man and his uncommon vision. Anjalendran's buildings have a simple directness and although totally modern in
spirit, they acknowledge the rich design traditions of Sri Lanka. Whether working with ample budgets or at rock bottom cost
(like his SOS Children's Village orphanages), his work focuses not only on creative buildings, but—:a la Frank Lloyd
Wright—:also their landscaping, furniture and decoration. Just as interesting as the architecture is the process by which
Anjalendran works—:from home, never employing more than four student assistants, with no office, no secretary, no car
and no cell phone. He operates without a bank account and has never signed a contract with either a client or a builder.
With stunning color photographs, plan details and behind-the-scenes insights, Anjalendran sheds light on the works of this
exceptional man.

The Urban Asian House
Featuring over 250 photographs and insightful commentary, this topical interior design book will add a uniquely AsianPacific element to your home. The Philippines is home to a new generation of craftsmen, including furniture makers, artists,
sculptors, and weavers. They specialize in taking the indigenous materials of the country—pina, abaca, capiz shell, bamboo,
rattan, to name a few—and producing contemporary items that would be as at home in a New York loft as on a tropical
verandah. Harnessing both Asian- and Latin-inspired style and modern techniques, they produce a cornucopia of fine
contemporary furniture and "authentic" furnishing items. In this sourcebook of decorating and shopping ideas, these objects
are presented within metropolitan and rural present-day interiors. From furniture and furnishings to table settings and
lighting, all the homes, many never photographed before, are accented with artifacts in modern designs. Tropical Interiors
shows how Philippine style is clearly now a global phenomenon and can be applied to homes worldwide.

Living House
With over 350 full-color photographs, this Indonesia architecture and interior design book showcases the stunning luxury
homes of Indonesia. The New Indonesian House presents twenty-eight homes in Jakarta, Bandung, Yogyakarta and Bali that
illustrate the remarkable advances that have taken place in residential design in Indonesia over the last two decades.
Indonesia's new generation of architects demonstrates not only their Absorption of modern influences from the West and
the more recent processes of globalization but also their sensitivity to the physical environment, the social context and the
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aspirations of the leading elite. With its stunning color photographs, The New Indonesian House will both delight and inspire
the application of its exhilarating architectural and interior design expressions in any global setting.

Singapore Houses
Tropical Asian Style
In the 21st century, Bangkok, Jakarta and Manila will be among the 20 mega-cities in the world, each with a population of
over 10 million. Now more than ever, urban houses in Asia need to meet the challenges of space constraints, the high cost
of land, heat and humidity, pollution and privacy. The urban house must do more with less and show how small can be
beautiful.

Anjalendran
This book provides information on the latest research findings that are useful in the context of designing sustainable houses
and living in rapidly growing Asian cities. The book is composed of seven parts, comprising a total of 50 chapters written by
53 authors from various countries, mainly in the Asian region. Part I introduces vernacular houses in different Asian
countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, India, Nepal, China, Thailand and Laos. Parts II and III then explore in depth indoor
adaptive thermal comfort and occupants’ adaptive behavior, focusing especially on those in hot-humid climates. Part IV
presents detailed survey results on household energy consumption in various tropical Asian cities, while Part V analyses the
indoor thermal conditions in both traditional houses and modern houses in these countries. Several real-world sustainable
housing practices in Asian cities are reviewed in the following part. The final part then discusses the vulnerability of
expanding Asian cities to climate change and urban heat island. Today, approximately 35-40% of global energy is
consumed in Asia, and this percentage is expected to rise further. Energy consumption has increased, particularly in the
residential sector, in line with the rapid rise of the middle class. The majority of growing Asian cities are located in hot and
humid climate regions, and as such there is an urgent need for designers to provide healthy and comfortable indoor
environments that do not consume non-renewable energy or resources excessively. This book is essential reading for
anyone with an interest in sustainable house design in the growing cities of Asia.

The Urban Asian House
With over 350 vibrant photographs, extensive commentary and architectural plans, this architecture and design book
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showcases the modern luxury homes of Asia. The Sustainable Asian House celebrates modern architecture as an expression
of environmental, social and cultural sustainability, as seen in some of the most breathtaking luxury homes in Southeast
Asia. Gorgeous residences in Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines beautifully exemplify the trend
towards sustainable architecture that engages with the natural world. The 27 houses featured in this fascinating and
stunningly photographed architectural digest provide endless inspiration for architects, designers, builders and home
buyers. The Sustainable Asian House illuminates the region's reinterpretation of tropical architecture and the growing
interest in traditional materials and craftsmanship. There is a new emphasis on fresh air, natural light and spatial variety,
reflecting the importance of well-being. Designers are considering issues such as orientation to the sun and prevailing winds
to reduce energy consumption and carbon footprint. Instead of treating the tropical climate as something to overcome, the
architects featured in this book present regional solutions on how to live appropriately in the contemporary tropical world.

Modern Thai House
A selection of 27 outstanding contemporary houses from South East Asia; a culturally-rich region which has seen in recent
years some of the world's most dynamic architectural development. Fom Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, India and Sri Lanka, this selection represents the work of talented architects including Geoffrey Bawa and Charles
Correa, as well as others who are searching for their own cultural imprint. The interior and exterior of each house is shown.
Each project is described and analysed by the author who focuses his instinctive response to each house in its particular
geographical context The cultural influences affecting the organization of spaces are identified together with a study of how
tradition, religion, Western ideas and the forces of globalization fuse together to produce a distinctive contemporary
tropical architecture.
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